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Today in luxury:

Chanel pledges continuity in the aftermath of Lagerfeld's death

Chanel on Wednesday quelled speculation of a changing of the guards following the death last week of Karl
Lagerfeld, saying its design, image and management teams would all remain unchanged, reports Women's Wear
Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

How Kim Jones is remaking the Dior man

Masculine or feminine? Streetwear or couture? At the storied fashion house, its  men's designer delights in the
spaces between, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Toll Brothers orders plunge as California buyers vanish

Toll Brothers Inc.'s new home orders dropped 24 percent in the fiscal first quarter, the steepest annual decline for
the biggest U.S. luxury homebuilder since the depths of the housing crash in 2010. The company struggled to find
move-up buyers in California, which is gripped by an affordability crisis, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

The most popular Porsche is going electric

Porsche is upping its bet on electric vehicles. The German luxury carmaker said Tuesday that it will release an
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electric version of the Macan SUV, its most popular model, in the next few years, says CNN.

Click here to read the entire article on CNN
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